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KUWAIT: Huawei P30 series was revealed
to the Middle East and Africa during a
regional launch event at the Burj Park in
Dubai. The series include three different
devices:  Huawei P30 Pro,  Huawei P30 and
Huawei P30 Lite. While each phone embeds
with different features, the Huawei P30 Pro
is dubbed the super camera phone that
packs extraordinary features.

During the event, the audience was treat-
ed to a mesmerizing lightshow projected on
the Burj Khalifa, artistically depicting the
Huawei P30 Pro’s unprecedented technolog-
ical capabilities before welcoming on stage
the renowned television presenter, and Arab
world personality Lojain Omran, who was
invited to describe her experience with the
Huawei P30 Pro as she was one of the first
users to try out the super camera phone and
share her hands-on experience when it
comes to its fantastic camera and  the opti-
mized Snapchat experience.

The Huawei P30 Pro was designed to
push the envelope in terms of innovation,
completely changing people’s expectations
of smartphone photography and videogra-
phy with a game changer Leica Quad cam-
era system. So, what exactly are the 6 rea-
sons making this new gem a super camera
phone, and how can they take your pictures
and videos to the next level?

#1 - An optimized Snapchat experience 
Huawei also announced that it has worked

to optimize the Huawei P30 series camera
for Snapchat, bringing more camera innova-
tion to users, aiming for Snapchatters to
soon be able to enjoy more experiences
using the Huawei P30 camera.

#2 - A 40MP Leica Quad Camera system
for the clearest images you could possi-
bly take

The Huawei P30 Pro features four rear
cameras - an absolute game changer in
smartphone photography and videography
capability. The Leica Quad Camera system
includes a powerful 40MP main camera with
a Huawei SuperSpectrum Sensor that lets
more light in so clear photographs and video
content can be captured in the dark; a 20MP
Ultra Wide Angle Camera which enables you
to take wider shots both horizontally and
vertically; a 8MP telephoto camera with a
Huawei SuperZoom which captures brings
objects at great distance closer.

A Huawei Time of Flight (ToF) Camera
designed to measure depth of field produc-
ing portraits with beautifully blurred back-
grounds and sharp subjects in the fore-
ground. Last but not least is a 32MP front
camera which allows you to take selfies in
unprecedentedly highly quality.

#3 - Bringing distant objects closer to
you with the Huawei Superzoom

Despite its ultra-slim and sleek chassis,
the device embeds a mighty  Huawei
Superzoom lens - no short than an engineer-
ing marvel. It features a 5x optical zoom, a
10x hybrid zoom and an unprecedented 50x
digital zoom which can capture objects at a
great distance in clear, pristine images. Your
naked eye will fail to define the details of a
bird on a tree branch or those of a boat on
the horizon, or even your favorite artist per-
forming on stage. The  Huawei P30 Pro’s
zooming technology can however capture all

of these in clear quality, enabling you to
unlock a world of discovery.

#4 - Two views are better than one with
Huawei Dual-View

Whoever has said ‘less is more’ has not
yet experienced Huawei Dual-View technol-
ogy, which is about to change the landscape
of videography.  Huawei Dual-View Video
enables users to simultaneously capture a
large area and a close-up and view the two
shots together on one screen. With this fea-
ture, you can capture your loved one’s sur-
prise party in one frame and the expression
on their face in another, as they see the

crowd - giving a richer and more meaningful
feeling to your videos. 

#5 - More usage and less time-wasting
with a massive battery and the  Huawei
SuperCharge

Understanding users who are constantly
on the go, the Huawei P30 Pro’s battery and
charging technology was designed to
empower you, allowing you to spend more
time using your device and less time charg-
ing it. With a hefty 4200mAh battery, you
will have more than an entire day of inten-
sive usage without having to worry about
running out of charge, while dramatically

shortening your charging breaks with the
Huawei SuperCharge adapter which tops up
the battery to approximately 70 percent in
only 30 minutes.

#6 - Take steadier and brighter shots
with the Super Night Mode 

Night photography has always been limit-
ed on smartphones due to shutter technicali-
ties, which prevent you from taking clear
shots. Images taken in low-light conditions
are often darker than desired and either
shaky, blurry or both. This has led    Huawei
to create the Super Night Mode - a ground-
breaking technology, enabling you to snap
much clearer and brighter photos while fil-
tering and adjusting movements caused by
shaky hands, leaving you with sharp, crisp
and steady images, without the need of a tri-
pod. Additionally and for the first time,
videos can benefit from this incredible fea-
ture, making dark shots extremely clear.
With one touch of the shutter button, you
can snap stunning videos in the dark without
compromising color, clarity or detail. 

With the Super Night Mode, photos and
videos taken during parties, concerts, of
extravagant city lights or low-noise starry
skies can all be captured brightly with gor-
geous details on the Huawei P30 Pro.

A better themes and music service
At Huawei mobile services,  Huawei

Themes aims to bring more unique designs
this year coupled with more dynamic
themes, including themes inspired from
works of Da Vinci, Monet, Van Gogh and
many other legendary artists as well as
themes based on local events like Ramadan.
Huawei P30 series also comes with 3 months
free VIP trial for  Huawei Music. Millions of
Arabic and International tracks are available
now in Huawei Music for new subscribers. 
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